
RPLC SERIES SINGLE CELL ROUND PLATFORMS

Small capacity electronic round platforms made in anodized blue aluminium.
Precise and sturdy structure, suitable for scales and automatic weight checking
systems in all industrial and commercial applications. Standard version is with
approved load cell.

"T" SERIES - SINGLE CELL PLATFORMS

Small and medium capacity electronic platforms with a AISI304 stainless steel
surface having a precise and sturdy structure, suitable for creating scales and
automatic weight checking systems for all industrial and commercial applications.
Standard version is with approved load cell.

"T - C6" SERIES - 6000 DIVISIONS SINGLE CELL PLATFORMS 

Small and medium capacity electronic platforms with a AISI304 stainless steel
surface having a precise and sturdy structure, suitable for creating scales and
automatic weight checking systems for all industrial and commercial applications.
Standard version is with C6 6000 DIVISIONS approved load cell.

TE SERIES SINGLE CELL IP67 STAINLESS STEEL PLATFORMS

Small and medium capacity electronic platforms, having a precise and sturdy
structure, are particularly suitable for all types of industrial and commercial
applications in which it's necessary to work in environments with strict hygiene
requirements.

"TE-C6" 6000 DIVISIONS SINGLE CELL STAINLESS STEEL PLATFORMS,
WITH ALUMUNIUM LOAD CELL

Small and medium capacity electronic platforms, having a precise and sturdy
structure, are particularly suitable for all types of industrial and commercial
applications in which it's necessary to work in environments with strict hygiene
requirements. 6000e legal for trade version.
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"ESI" SERIES 4-CELL STAINLESS STEEL 600x600mm PLATFORMS

Stainless steel monobloc electronic platforms, fitted with stainless steel bending
beam load cells. Suitable for weighing in all types of industrial and commercial
applications. Standard version is with approved load cell.
 

ET SERIES 4-CELL PLATFORMS

Low profile electronic platforms with removable chequered loading plate. Fitted
with IP68 STAINLESS STEEL load cells. Suitable for creating scales and electronic
weighing systems for all types of industrial and commercial applications.
Standard version is with approved load cell.
 

ETI SERIES 4-CELLS STAINLESS STEEL PLATFORMS

Low profile STAINLESS STEEL electronic platforms with removable loading plate.
Fitted with IP68 STAINLESS STEEL load cells. Suitable for creating scales and
electronic weighing systems for all types of industrial and commercial
applications. Standard version is with approved load cell.
 

STAINLESS STEEL LPI SERIES LOW PROFILE PLATFORMS

Low profile platforms suitable for weighing trolleys, pallet trucks, etc.; fitted with
sideboards and an on/off ramp. Suitable for creating scales and electronic
weighing systems for all types of industrial and commercial applications.
Standard version is with approved load cell. Available also in the Ex II 2GD IIC
ATEX version in stainless steel.
 

PW SERIES PALLET-WEIGHERS

Low profile, easy to move, pallet-weighing module. Suitable for industrial and
commercial applications, in which it’s necessary to quickly weigh goods on pallet
trucks or lift trucks. Standard version is with approved load cell. Available also in
the Ex II 2GD IIB ATEX version in stainless steel.
 

Dini Argeo Srl Platforms Ex - Piattaforme Ex - Dini Argeo - Scales and weighing systems

BP SERIES WEIGHING BEAMS

Pair of sturdy and versatile modular weighing bars, easy to fit under any type of
weighing structure. These are suitable for weighing rigid structures (hoppers,
conveyor belts, roller units, tanks, crates, etc.). Standard version is with
approved load cell.
 

CARTS FOR SCALES AND PLATFORMS

Carts in Painted or stainless steel, designed to realize mobile weighing station,
equipped with one or more single cell platforms.
Possibility to install a labeller, wireless communication modules, barcode reader
and more.



TPWX2GD "HAZARDOUS ZONE" SERIES PALLET TRUCK SCALE ATEX

Pallet truck scales, with built-in electronic weighing, for dangerous areas
classified as hazardous (ZONES 1 and 21 & 2 and 22) in accordance with Ex II
2GD IIB T4 T197°C X.
The Atex certified four load cell weight detection IP68 guarantees the best
accuracy in all work conditions. 
Available also CE-M APPROVED.

TPWX2GDI "HAZARDOUS ZONE" SERIES STAINLESS STEEL ATEX PALLET
TRUCK SCALE 

Pallet truck scales, with built-in electronic weighing, for dangerous areas
classified as hazardous (ZONES 1 and 21 & 2 and 22) in accordance with Ex II
2GD IIB T4 T197°C X.
The weight detection made with four Atex certified IP68 stainless steel load cells
guarantees the best precision in any working environment.
Structure completely in STAINLESS steel.
Available also CE-M APPROVED.

TPWX3GD "HAZARDOUS ZONE" SERIES ATEX PALLET TRUCK SCALE

Pallet truck scales, with built-in electronic weighing, suitable for harsh working
conditions and dangerous areas classified as hazardous (ZONE 2, 22) in
accordance with Ex II 3GD IIC T6 T130°C X protection. The Atex certified four
load cell weight detection guarantees the best accuracy in all work conditions.
Available also CE-M APPROVED.
 

TPWX3GDI "HAZARDOUS ZONE" SERIES STAINLESS STEEL ATEX PALLET
TRUCK SCALE

Pallet truck scales, with built-in electronic weighing, suitable for harsh working
conditions and dangerous areas classified as hazardous (ZONE 2, 22) in
accordance with Ex II 3GD IIC T6 T130°C X protection. The weight detection
made with four Atex certified IP68 stainless steel load cells guarantees the
precision in all work conditions. Structure entirely in stainless steel. Available
also CE-M APPROVED.
 

Stainless steel scales "Easy Pesa 2GD" series, for ATEX 1, 21, 2, 22 zones

Fully stainless steel bench scales, for specific use in ATEX hazardous areas.
Powered by a long lasting rechargeable battery which allows an easier installation
directly where it's needed. These scales don't need a power supply socket in
dangerous zone nor ATEX proof power supply cables. Provided with the ATEX
declaration of conformity. Ex II 2GD IIC T4 T197°C X protection.
 

Stainless steel scales "Easy Pesa 3GD" series, for ATEX zones 2 and 22

Fully stainless steel bench scales, for specific use in ATEX hazardous areas.
Powered by a long lasting rechargeable battery which allows an easier
installation directly where it's needed. These scales don't need a power supply
socket in dangerous zone nor ATEX proof power supply cables. Provided with
ATEX declaration of conformity. Ex II 3GD IIC T6 T130°C X protection.
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